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Operation & Safety Instructions for your Powrwheel.
FITTING:
When your bracket is securely bolted in position and you wish to fit your Powrwheel please follow these instructions:
1. Ensure that at least two front steadies are down and firmly in position or that the caravan is attached securely to the towing
vehicle, before removing your existing jockey wheel.
2. Ensure that the caravan handbrake is on and firmly in position, this also applies should your caravan be attached to the towing
vehicle
3. Remove the existing jockey wheel and fit Powrwheel using the locking handle on the quick release bracket.
4. Insert the plug from the cable into the socket located on the rear of the Powrwheel leaving the crocodile clips free to attach to
your battery.
5. When fixing the crocodile clips to your battery ensure that the brown cable is attached to the positive (+) terminal and the blue
wire is attached to the negative (-) terminal.
6. Ensure that the battery is fully charged.
7. Ensure that the tyres are correctly inflated to 50 p.s.i.
PLEASE NOTE: Use only the electrical cable and attachment supplied with your Powrwheel. DO NOT USE MAINS POWER.
With your Powrwheel now in place subject to releasing the hand brake you are now in a position to move the caravan. However please
note the following safety points to watch out for.

SAFETY:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Ensure that you have a responsible person to assist you.
Do not attempt to use the van if the gradient is more than 1 in 12 with the less powerful Models 2 and 4 and up to 1 in 8 with the
heavy duty mover Model 3.
Ensure that your handbrake is working efficiently and be prepared to use your hand brake in conjunction with the Powrwheel
when manoeuvring especially when on a slope.
Ensure that areas you are moving in and out of are clear of all obstructions.
Before you remove the Powrwheel ensure that the hand brake is securely in the on position and the two front steadies are firmly
in the down position or the caravan is securely attached to the towing vehicle.
You can position the caravan very actuarially by using the control switch in short bursts.
Use your responsible assistant at all times and if ever in doubt stop the motor, apply the hand brake and steadies and contact the
Powrwheel office for assistance.
Ensure that you disconnect and remove the Powrwheel prior to starting your journey; under no circumstances should the
Powrwheel be on the caravan during towing.
Do not leave your Powrwheel our in the rain as ingress of water could effect the control switch operation.

FIVE-YEAR GUARANTEE:
You’re Powrwheel Serial No: PWRW…../………. Dated:……../……../…….. Is guaranteed
against any material or manufacturing faults for a period of five years from the above date,
providing that the operating instructions given above been adhered to and that the Powrwheel has
been properly used. For any clarification or claim please contact Powrwheel Limited at the above
address.
Note: This guarantee is not transferable unless Powrwheel Limited has inspected the product prior
to transfer. A charge will be made for this inspection.

